
 

 
Groupe GM launches its first wellbeing and personal care line 

 
 
Paris February 23rd, 2016 - Groupe GM, European leader in the hotel amenity market, has launched 
its first ever line of wellbeing and personal care products, ‘More & More’. Designed for the most 
luxurious hotel bathrooms, the line will complement the more traditional amenity products, such as 
shampoos and soaps, offered via Groupe GM’s network of distributors worldwide. 
 
One of the line’s key features is a revitalising bio-cellulose eye mask, which contains hyaluronic acid 
to moisturise and sooth the eye contour. This single-use refreshing mask contains no parabens and 
alcohol. Dermatologically tested, the mask has proven to increase the hydration of the eye contour by 
over 15%, two hours after application.   

 
The line also comprises an Oshibori (hydrated towellette) in lavender and green tea scents, make-up 
removing and refreshing wipes, intimate hygiene gel, and mouthwash.  

  
Laurent Marchand, President of Groupe GM, commented: “The incorporation of a wellbeing line 
marks a new area of diversification for Groupe GM, and caters to the needs of increasingly savvy 
travellers. The mask in particular offers a high-quality treatment usually found in beauty department 
stores and spas, and will give hotel guests that little extra touch of luxury that will really make hotels 
stand out from the competition”. 
 
Complementing Groupe GM’s catalogue of over 30 brands, offered to hotels and spas via an 
international distribution network in over 70 countries worldwide, the More & More line is available 
now. 
 
Discover all the brands offered by Groupe GM at: http://www.groupegm.com/ – or alternatively 
contact your local distributor. For the US, contact the TY GROUP on + 1 305 805 8085 or visit their 
website: http://www.t-ygroup.com/. For the UK Distributor, please contact ASLOTEL on +44 1372 362 
533 or visit their website: http://www.aslotel.co.uk. 
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About Groupe GM: 
Leading international player in the guest amenity industry for 40 years, Groupe GM designs, produces 
and distributes cosmetics and accessories for the hospitality industry in over 70 countries across every 
continent. Drawing on an international network of dedicated agents, Groupe GM distributes a unique 
portfolio of over 30 brands. In addition to its own brands, Groupe GM signs exclusive worldwide 
licensing agreements with recognised international brands, including cosmetic, fashion, design and 
spa brands. Groupe GM offers flexible, global solutions, enabling hoteliers to stand out with their 
hospitality products. www.groupegm.com 
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